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Introduction Big idea

Overview

Previous two weeks were about “selection-on-observables”: how to
estimate treatment effects by controlling for all relevant covariates.

Key assumption: conditional independence assumption, i.e. Di as-if
random conditional on covariates.

This week we consider situations where:
I Treatment depends on unobservables, i.e. CIA does not hold
I But treatment also depends on an as-if random variable Zi that only

affects the outcome through treatment (at least conditional on
covariates).

This special variable Zi is an instrument: it wiggles Di , and we can use
this wiggling to measure the effect of Di .
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Introduction Graphical approach

Graphical overview: selection on observables

To estimate the effect of D on Y , we
must observe and control for X and
W .
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Introduction Graphical approach

Graphical overview: randomized experiment

If D is completely determined by ran-
dom Z , we can measure the effect of
D on Y even if X and W are not ob-
served (e.g. through DIGM).
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Introduction Graphical approach

Graphical overview: instrumental variables

If D is partly determined by random
Z , and Z does not affect Y some
other way, we can measure the effect
of D on Y even if X and W are not
observed (through IV techniques).
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The LATE approach Compliance and compliance types

Treatment assignment vs. treatment received

In an experiment, we can distinguish between treatment assigned Zi and
treatment received Di .

We previously (implicitly) assumed Di = Zi . But in practice there may be
non-compliance:

I GOTV canvassing experiment in which some people don’t answer the
door (one-sided non-compliance)

I lottery for school places in which some lottery winners do not attend
(one-sided non-compliance)

I draft lottery for military in which some are drafted but do not serve,
some not drafted but serve (two-sided non-compliance)
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The LATE approach Compliance and compliance types

Intention-to-treat (ITT)

Denote by Yi,Z1 and Yi,Z0 i’s potential outcomes if assigned to treatment vs. control.

Intention-to-treat (ITT) effect defined as ITT ≡ E
[
Yi,Z1 − Yi,Z0

]
.

If Zi is randomized, E[Yi |Zi = 1] − E[Yi |Zi = 0] is an unbiased estimator of the ITT.

If Zi is randomized but there is non-compliance, E[Yi |Di = 1] − E[Yi |Di = 0] (DIGM) will
generally not be an unbiased estimator of the ATE. Why? Selection into treatment received
=⇒ selection bias.

I GOTV canvassing experiment

I lottery for school places

I draft lottery for military

The ITT may be interesting on its own. But instrumental variables methods (IV) let us use
ITT (effect of treatment assignment) to estimate an ATE (effect of treatment).
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The LATE approach Compliance and compliance types

Compliance types

Assigned to control (Zi = 0)

Not treated
(Di = 0)

Treated
(Di = 1)

Assigned to
treatment (Zi = 1)

Not treated
(Di = 0) Never taker (N) Defier (D)

Treated
(Di = 1) Complier (C) Always taker (A )

I Can we identify the compliance type of an individual?
I Can we identify the proportion of each compliance type (πA , πC , πD ,
πN)?
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The LATE approach Compliance and compliance types

Estimating compliance frequencies

Who gets treated when Zi = 0? Always-takers and defiers.
Who gets treated when Zi = 1? Always-takers and compliers.

Assumption: treatment assignment Zi is random.

This means the proportion of each compliance type is the same whether
Zi = 0 or Zi = 1.

E
[
Di = 1|Zi = 0

]
= πA + πD

E
[
Di = 1|Zi = 1

]
= πA + πC

Can’t estimate πA , πD , πC , or πN.
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The LATE approach Compliance and compliance types

Estimating compliance frequencies (2)

If we assume πD = 0 (no defiers), then

πA = E
[
Di = 1|Zi = 0

]
and

πC = E
[
Di = 1|Zi = 1

]
− E
[
Di = 1|Zi = 0

]
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The LATE approach From ITT to Wald estimator

ITT decomposition
We can decompose the ITT by compliance type.

Let πG and ITTG be proportion and ITT for compliance type G ∈ {C ,A ,N,D}.

Then by definition
ITT = πC ITTC + πA ITTA + πN ITTN + πD ITTD (1)

Let’s assume

I No defiers (monotonicity).

I Exclusion restriction: Treatment assigned only affects outcomes by affecting
treatment received.

No defiers tells us that πD = 0. Exclusion restriction tells us that ITTA = ITTN = 0. So:

ITT = πC ITTC + πA 0 + πN0 + 0ITTD . (2)

Exclusion also tells us that, for compliers, the effect of treatment assignment on outcomes
is the same as the effect of treatment on outcomes:

ITT = πCCATEC , (3)

where CATEC is the conditional average treatment effect for compliers.
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The LATE approach From ITT to Wald estimator

LATE and the Wald estimator
Using no defiers and exclusion restriction, we got

ITT = πCCATEC (4)

Assuming πC > 0 (non-zero complier proportion), the conditional average treatment
effect for compliers or local average treatment effect (LATE) is

LATE = CATEC =
ITT
πC

(5)

If in addition Zi is randomly assigned, we have an unbiased estimator for the above - the
Wald estimator:

ˆCATEC =
E
[
Yi |Zi = 1

]
− E
[
Yi |Zi = 0

]
E
[
Di |Zi = 1

]
− E
[
Di |Zi = 0

] = effect of Zi on Yi

effect of Zi on Di
=

ITTY

ITTD
(6)

Four assumptions used (not including SUTVA):
I No defiers (monotonicity)
I Exclusion restriction (Zi affects Yi only through Di)
I Non-zero complier proportion
I Random assignment of Zi
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The LATE approach From ITT to Wald estimator

Additional terminology

IV methods can be seen as a remedy for a broken experiment, i.e. failure
to obtain 100% compliance.

More positively, IV methods part of the design of downstream
experiments or encouragement designs in which researcher randomly
varies Zi to create some variation in Di and then (given exclusion
restriction) measures effect of Di on some outcome Yi .
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The LATE approach Example

Encouragement design example

Proposition 209: 1996 ballot propo-
sition to end race-based preferences
(affirmative action) in California gov-
ernment policies

Research question (Albertson and
Lawrence 2009): Could watching a
TV program affect citizens’ attitudes
toward Prop. 209?
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The LATE approach Example

Albertson and Lawrence 2009: Design

I Representative sample of households in Orange County, CA, interviewed by phone
in October 1996

I All respondents told there will be a follow-up interview after the election

I Random subset of respondents told to watch upcoming TV debate on Prop. 209

I In follow-up, asked if they watched the debate; supported Prop. 209; felt
knowledgeable about Prop. 209

In this design:

I What are Zi , Di , Yi?

I What does intention-to-treat (ITT) effect mean?

I Is the no-defier assumption reasonable?

I What is the exclusion restriction?

I What does the LATE (CATEC ) measure?
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The LATE approach Example

Albertson and Lawrence 2009: Data

Zi = 0 Zi = 1 Difference
Watched TV program 0.052 0.48 0.428
Know about Prop. 209 3.251 3.293 0.041
Support Prop. 209 0.654 0.651 -0.003

I What is πC?
I What is the ITT?
I What is LATE i.e. CATEC?
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Two-stage least squares approach

Taking stock

We assumed binary treatment assignment and binary treatment.

Given random treatment assignment, we can
I estimate the intention-to-treat effect (ITT) by comparing average Yi

among units assigned to treatment and units assigned to control
I estimate the proportion of compliers (πC ) by comparing average Di

among units assigned to treatment and units assigned to control
I estimate the LATE (CATEC ) by dividing the ITT by the proportion of

compliers

Can we generalize this somehow?
I non-binary treatment (Di)
I non-binary instrument (Zi)
I covariates (e.g. because non-random Zi)
I more than one instrument
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Two-stage least squares approach

Another way to get LATE

We estimated the LATE with

E
[
Yi |Zi = 1

]
− E
[
Yi |Zi = 0

]
E
[
Di |Zi = 1

]
− E
[
Di |Zi = 0

] = ITTY

ITTD

Here is another way:
I Regress Di on Zi , get fitted values D̂i

I Regress Yi on D̂i

This is called two-stage least squares.
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Two-stage least squares approach

Two-stage least squares: illustration
Estimating LATE via ITTY/ITTD :

Same thing via two-stage least squares:
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Two-stage least squares approach

Why does 2SLS work? Intuition

Wald estimator:

I Regressing Y on Z gives you ITTY .

I Dividing ITTY by
E[Di |Zi = 1] − E[Di |Zi = 0] inflates to
give you CATEC .

2SLS:

I Regressing D on Z gives you fitted
values E[Di |Zi = 1] and E[Di |Zi = 0]

I Regressing Y on D̂ inflates to give you
CATEC .
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Two-stage least squares approach

Why does 2SLS work? Math

Regression fact: The slope coefficient
from the regression of Y on X is

Cov(Y ,X)

Var(X)

Let

I ρ = E[Yi |Zi = 1] − E[Yi |Zi = 0]
(ITTY )

I φ = E[Di |Zi = 1] − E[Di |Zi = 0]
(ITTD )

Can get ρ from regression of Yi on Zi .
Can get φ from regression of Di on Zi .
Wald estimator is ρ/φ.

Regressing Di on Zi , we get

D̂i = α+ φZi .

Regressing Yi on D̂i , slope coefficient is

=
Cov(Yi , α+ φZi)

Var(α+ φZi)

=
φCov(Yi ,Zi)

φ2Var(Zi)

=
ρ

φ
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Two-stage least squares approach

Now we can generalize

Wald estimator is limited to binary Di and Zi :

λ =
E
[
Yi |Zi = 1

]
− E
[
Yi |Zi = 0

]
E
[
Di |Zi = 1

]
− E
[
Di |Zi = 0

] = ITTY

ITTD

Two-stage least squares is a much more general procedure:

First stage: Di = α1 + φZi + β1X1i + γ1X2i + e1i

Second stage: Yi = α2 + λD̂i + β2X1i + γ2X2i + e2i

where Zi and Di might not be binary and you can include covariates e.g.
X1i ,X2i .
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Two-stage least squares approach

Two-stage least squares: terminology and assumptions

Terminology:

Reduced form: Yi = α0 + ρZi + β0X1i + γ0X2i + e0i

First stage: Di = α1 + φZi + β1X1i + γ1X2i + e1i

Second stage: Yi = α2 + λD̂i + β2X1i + γ2X2i + e2i

Key assumptions (Wald assumptions with covariates and without “complier” terminology):

I Non-zero first-stage: instrument affects treatment, conditional on covariates (φ , 0
in first stage)

I Independence (exogeneity, ignorability): instrument unrelated to potential outcomes,
conditional on covariates (no OVB on ρ in reduced form or φ in first stage)

I Exclusion restriction: instrument only affects outcome through treatment,
conditional on covariates

I Monotonicity: instrument’s effect on treatment is weakly positive or weakly negative
for all units

NB: Must use same covariates in first stage and second stage.
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Examples Western TV and attitudes in East Germany

Kern and Hainmueller (2009) on impact of West German
TV in East Germany

I Question: How did watching West German TV affect East Germans’
political attitudes?

I Treatment: Watching West German TV (as measured in surveys
conducted by the Zentralinstitut für Jugendforschung in late
1988-early 1989)

I Outcome: Regime support (measured in same surveys)

To consider:
I What about just regressing outcome on treatment?
I What covariates might remove the bias in that regression?
I How might an IV approach help?
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Examples Western TV and attitudes in East Germany

Kern & Hainmueller (2)

Instrument: living in a place where West German TV
signals could reach

Evaluate:

I Independence (exogeneity, ignorability):
instrument unrelated to potential outcomes,
conditional on covariates

I Exclusion restriction: instrument only affects
outcome through treatment, conditional on
covariates

I Monotonicity: instrument’s effect on treatment
is weakly positive or weakly negative for all units
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Examples Western TV and attitudes in East Germany

Kern & Hainmueller: results
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Examples TV and political views in the USA

Martin and Yurukoglu (2017) on impact of Fox News in
USA

I Question: “how much does consuming slanted news, like the Fox
News Channel, change individuals’ partisan voting preferences?”

I Treatment: Minutes spent watching Fox News Channel, based on
surveys

I Outcome: Voting in presidential election, based on aggregate zip
code-level results

To consider:
I What about just regressing outcome on treatment?
I What covariates might remove the bias in that regression?
I How might an IV approach help?
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Examples TV and political views in the USA

Martin & Yurukoglu (2)

Instrument: channel position of Fox News on
the cable lineup

Evaluate:

I Independence (exogeneity,
ignorability): instrument unrelated to
potential outcomes, conditional on
covariates

I Exclusion restriction: instrument only
affects outcome through treatment,
conditional on covariates

I Monotonicity: instrument’s effect on
treatment is weakly positive or weakly
negative for all units
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Examples TV and political views in the USA

Martin & Yurukoglu: first-stage
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Examples TV and political views in the USA

Martin & Yurukoglu: first-stage (2)
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Examples TV and political views in the USA

Martin & Yurukoglu: reduced form
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Examples TV and political views in the USA

Martin & Yurukoglu: second-stage
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Examples Refugees and voting in Greece

Dinas et al (2018) on political impact of refugees

I Question: Did the influx of refugees in Greece increase support for
the right-wing Golden Dawn party in 2015?

I Treatment: Number of refugees arriving per capita in locality
I Outcome: Golden Dawn vote share in locality

To consider:
I What about just regressing outcome on treatment?
I What covariates might remove the bias in that regression?
I How might an IV approach help?
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Examples Refugees and voting in Greece

Dinas et al on the Golden Dawn (2)

They use two strategies: diff-in-diff (wait until week 6) and IV.

Instrument: distance to the Turkish coast.

Evaluate:

I Independence (exogeneity, ignorability):
instrument unrelated to potential outcomes,
conditional on covariates

I Exclusion restriction: instrument only affects
outcome through treatment, conditional on
covariates

I Monotonicity: instrument’s effect on treatment
is weakly positive or weakly negative for all units
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Examples Refugees and voting in Greece

Dinas et al on the Golden Dawn (3)

First stage Reduced form
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Considerations

Why I am skeptical of most IV designs

IV designs must convince me of two key untestable assumptions:
I Your instrument Zi satisfies independence, i.e. the CIA is met:

conditional on covariates, Zi is as-if random.
I Your instrument Zi satisfies exclusion, i.e. it only affects Yi through

some Di .

When Zi is randomly determined in an experiment, I’ll accept
independence and think hard about exclusion.

In an observational study, very hard to convince me of either one.
I Is the CIA really satisfied in the reduced form?
I Is Di really the only channel through which Zi affects Yi?
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Considerations

Instrument or covariate?

Consider a study of media effects, where Di is exposure to some media
and Yi is voting.

Affects Yi?

No Yes

Affects Di?
No

Noise
e.g. month of birth

Irrelevant determinant
e.g. electoral campaign

Yes
Instrument

e.g. channel position
Covariate

e.g. political orientation
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Considerations

Instrument or covariate? (2)
Noise Irrelevant determinant

Instrument Covariate
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Considerations

Can we test the exclusion restriction?

What about
I regress Y on D and Z
I conclude exclusion is valid if coefficient

on Z is 0

Unfortunately this doesn’t work, because D
is also affected by X and W :
I if X and W are observed, you don’t

need IV to estimate effect of D on Y
I if they are not observed, by controlling

for D you induce an association
between Z and X and/or W , leading to
collider bias
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Considerations

Collider bias: intuition and examples
Suppose Zi and Xi are not correlated with each other, but both increase
the probability of Di = 1.

Conditional on Di , Zi and Xi may be negatively correlated:
I e.g. height (Zi) and athletic ability (Xi) among basketball players who

become pros (Di = 1)
I e.g. low channel position of Fox (Zi) and political conservatism (Xi)

among people who watch Fox News (Di = 1)

Therefore, regressing some Y on Di and Zi (but not Xi), coefficient on Zi is
contaminated by effect of omitted Xi on Yi .

You could find an effect of Zi even if the exclusion restriction actually holds
(Gerber & Green pg. 199).

See also: Acharya, Blackwell, Sen 2016 for requirements for estimating controlled direct
effect: exclusion restriction is that CDE = 0, but assumptions necessary to estimate CDE
are equivalent to CIA for estimating effect of Di on Yi
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Considerations

Can we test the exclusion restriction? (2)

Angrist & Pischke recommend the following indirect test:
I Identify a subset of observations for which the first stage (or complier

proportion) should be zero
I Show that the 2SLS (LATE) estimate for this subset is zero

How would this work in e.g. the Greek islands example?
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Considerations

Further thoughts on IV

I In observational studies, a variable that satisfies independence (CIA)
is a rare and wonderful thing. Usually exclusion is doubtful, but you
can measure its effect and speculate about channels.

I If exclusion is also plausible, you are truly blessed. But do not expect
this.

I Now that you know about instrumental variables, you should not refer
to an independent variable in a regression as an “IV”: say “treatment”,
“control variable”, “covariate”, “regressor”, “RHS variable”
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